
JOURNEY TO THE SOURCE 
MEXICO 2020
TEQUILA CALIENTE

FEBRUARY 7 -  FEBRUARY 12, 2020 

 
Follow us to the source. The source of agave and that special elixir, 
tequila. This destination is hot, hot, hot! The town of Tequila in Jalisco, 
Mexico is one of the most colourful and fun we’ve found. 

This tour begins when we pick you up in the quaint village of 
Tlaquepaque, which is a short transfer from the modern airport in 
Guadalajara. Meet the locals on a late morning tour of the city highlights, 
including an authentic street taco lunch.  Our home base will be Tequila 
and the brand new El Tequileño Hotel and Spa. We have an action packed 
itinerary planned, but there will be plenty of chances to also relax by the 
pool. 

Our focus is tequila: historic El Tequileño, iconic Herradura, Fortelezza 
and a very interesting cultural programme at Jose Cuervo. Technical 
tastings, tours and visits with the distillers are the cornerstone of our tour. 
Our meals range from rustic to elegant, all made with fresh local fare and 
Mexican flare. Tequila is approaching its 500th anniversary and there 
is much to see and delve into. Our plans also include a mini Spanish 
lesson, time in historic Guachimont, a margarita making workshop, 
and instruction on tequila vs mezcal and other traditionally distilled 
specialties. If you would like to attend the church service in the Catedral 
Tequila on Sunday morning, you are welcome. It has been the center of 
life in Tequila for five centuries. 

We will wrap up our five night Tequila lovers’ dream after breakfast on 
Wednesday, February 12th, with transfers back to Guadalajara.

DETAILS:
$2,900 pp, +GST, $300 single supplement

Includes 5 nights’ accommodation, planned meals, tours and tastings, 
tour transportation and scheduled transfers from Tlaquepaque and back to 
Guadalajara.

CONTACT:  
Linda Evasiuk
linda@wptours.net or 281-509-5565

The Trusted Experts Deliver!
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